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Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation, as well as other statements we make, contain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the federal securities laws, which include any statements that are not historical facts. Such 

statements often contain words such as “expect,” “may,” “can,” “believe,” “predict,” “plan,” “potential,” “projected,” “projections,” “forecast,” “estimate,” “intend,” “anticipate,” “ambition,” “goal,” “target,” “think,” “should,” 

“could,” “would,” “will,” “hope,” “see,” “likely,” and other similar words. Forward-looking statements address matters that are, to varying degrees, uncertain, such as statements about our financial and performance 

targets and other forecasts or expectations regarding, or dependent on, our business outlook; the expected synergies of the combined Stem/AlsoEnergy company; our ability to successfully integrate the combined 

companies; our joint ventures, partnerships and other alliances; reduction of greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions; the integration and optimization of energy resources; our business strategies and those of our 

customers; the global commitment to decarbonization; our ability to retain or upgrade current customers, further penetrate existing markets or expand into new markets; our ability to manage our supply chains and 

distribution channels and the effects of natural disasters and other events beyond our control, such as the COVID-19 pandemic and variants thereof; our ability to meet contracted customer demand; and future results 

of operations, including revenue and Adjusted EBITDA. Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties, and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or 

implied by such forward-looking statements, including but not limited to changing global economic conditions; our inability to achieve our financial and performance targets and other forecasts and expectations; our 

inability to help reduce GHG emissions; the results of operations and financial condition of our customers and suppliers; our inability to integrate and optimize energy resources; pricing pressure; inflation; weather and 

seasonal factors; unfavorable effects of health pandemics; challenges, disruptions and costs of integrating the combined companies and achieving anticipated synergies, or such synergies taking longer to realize than 

expected; risks that the integration disrupts current plans and operations that may harm the combined company’s business; uncertainty as to the effects of the transaction on the combined company’s financial 

performance; uncertainty as to the effects of the transaction on the long-term value of Stem’s common stock; the business, economic and political conditions in the markets in which Stem and AlsoEnergy operate; the 

effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on the workforce, operations, financial results and cash flows of the combined company; the combined company’s ability to continue to grow and to manage its growth effectively; the 

combined company’s ability to attract and retain qualified employees and key personnel; the combined company’s ability to comply with, and the effect on their businesses of, evolving legal standards and regulations, 

particularly concerning data protection and consumer privacy and evolving labor standards; our ability to grow and manage growth profitably; risks relating to the development and performance of our energy storage 

systems and software-enabled services; the risk that the global commitment to decarbonization may not materialize as we predict, or even if it does, that we might not be able to benefit therefrom; our inability to retain 

or upgrade current customers, further penetrate existing markets or expand into new markets; our inability to secure sufficient inventory from our suppliers to meet customer demand, and provide us with contracted 

quantities of equipment; supply chain interruptions and manufacturing or delivery delays; disruptions in sales, production, service or other business activities; the risk that our business, financial condition and results 

of operations may be adversely affected by other political, economic, business and competitive factors; and other risks and uncertainties set forth in our most recent Forms 10-K, 10-Q and 8-K filed with or furnished to 

the SEC.  If one or more of these or other risks or uncertainties materialize (or the consequences of any such development changes), or should our underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual outcomes may vary 

materially from those reflected in our forward-looking statements.  Forward-looking and other statements in this presentation regarding our environmental, social, and other sustainability plans and goals are not an 

indication that these statements are necessarily material to investors or required to be disclosed in our SEC filings. In addition, historical, current and forward-looking environmental, social, and sustainability-related 

statements may be based on standards for measuring progress that are still developing, internal controls and processes that continue to evolve, and assumptions that are subject to change in the future.  Statements 

in this presentation are made as of the date of this presentation, and Stem disclaims any intention or obligation to update publicly or revise such statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or 

otherwise.

Non-GAAP measures
This presentation includes financial measures that are calculated and presented on the basis of methodologies other than in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America 

(“GAAP”). Such non-GAAP financial measures are in addition to, and should not be considered superior to, or a substitute for, financial statements prepared in accordance with GAAP. Non-GAAP financial measures 

should not be considered in isolation and are subject to significant inherent limitations. The non-GAAP measures presented herein may not be comparable to similar non-GAAP measures presented by other 

companies. Stem believes these non-GAAP measures of financial results provide useful information to management and investors regarding certain financial and business trends relating to Stem’s financial condition 

and results of operations. Stem believes that the use of these non-GAAP financial measures provides an additional tool for investors to use in evaluating ongoing operating results and trends and in comparing Stem’s 

financial measures with other similar companies, many of which present similar non-GAAP financial measures to investors. Reconciliation of these non-GAAP measures to their most directly comparable GAAP 

financial measures are included in the appendix to this presentation.

Industry and Market Data
In this presentation, Stem relies on and refers to certain information and statistics obtained from third-party sources which it believes to be reliable, including reports by market research firms. Stem has not 

independently verified the accuracy or completeness of any such third-party information. 

This presentation may contain trademarks, service marks, trade names and copyrights of other companies, which are the property of their respective owners.
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Agenda

• Business Highlights

• Available Power Announcement

• AlsoEnergy Integration Update

• Supply Chain Update

• Athena Software Platform

• Financial Highlights and 2022 Guidance
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Introduction to Presenters

John Carrington
CEO and Director

Bill Bush
Chief Financial Officer

Prakesh Patel
Chief Strategy Officer

Ted Durbin
Vice President, 

Investor Relations

• Seasoned leadership team with 150+ years 

of experience in software and energy

• Leadership experience at technology, 

energy, and industrial companies

Seasoned Leadership Team

Leading Strategic Investors
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Market Leader in AI-Driven Energy Solutions

Investment Highlights

• ~$1.2 trillion in new 

revenue opportunities for 

integrated storage 

expected to be deployed 

by 2050(1)

• Battery storage capacity 

expected to increase by 

35x by 2030(2) 

• Compelling value 

proposition to customers

• 950+ systems operating or 

contracted with Stem’s 

Athena® software(3)

• First mover AI-driven 

Athena platform that 

operates with 35+ utilities, 

6 grid operators and 26M 

runtime hours (2,900 

years) 

• ~$921M(4) of cash on 

hand

• Well positioned for 

continued investment in 

the Athena platform, 

including software-

focused tech 

acquisitions

• Recurring software 

revenue streams under 10-

20 year contracts provide 

strong financial position to 

accelerate growth

• Revenues projected to 

grow at ~50% CAGR from 

2021 to 2026

Large Addressable Market 
+ Strong Macro Tailwinds

Capital to Focus on 
Expansion Opportunities

Market Leader with Best 
in Class Technology 

Highly Visible 
Growth

5
(1) Bloomberg New Energy Finance. (2) Wood Mackenzie, cumulative capacity growth from 2020 to 2030. (3) As of 

December 31, 2021. (4) As of December 31, 2021; includes cash, cash equivalents, and short-term investments.
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Strong Recurring Software Cash Flows Enabled by Hardware Deliveries

Hardware + Network IntegrationSoftware Market Participation

Total Deliveries (kWh)  

(x) Project Hardware ASP ($kWh) 

= Total Hardware Revenues

Total AUM (kWh)  

(x) Software Subscription ($/kWh/month) 

= Total Software (Recurring) Revenues

Total AUM (kWh)  

(x) Stem’s Market Participation Revenues ($/kWh)

= Total Software (Variable) Revenues

Hardware Gross Margin

~10-30%
Software Gross Margin

~80%
Market Participation Gross Margin

~80%

• Upfront payment for initial 

purchase

• Hardware-agnostic platform

• Turnkey approach with focus 

on customer value

• Recurring SaaS model

• Secured by 10-20 year contracts with 

monthly recurring cash flow

• Revenue recognized ratably during life of 

the contract

• Additional upsell revenue from Athena 

applications

• Revenues from differentiated Athena 

capabilities and VPPs

• Secured by 3-20 year contracts

• Revenue recognized when realized

• Significant long-term value

6
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Fourth Quarter Results and 2021 Highlights
Strong bookings and expansion of Athena platform drive momentum into 2022 and beyond

See appendix for definitions of Bookings, 12-month Pipeline and Contracted Backlog.

2021 & Recent Highlights

Significant commercial momentum: expect to book over $1B in 2H 2021 / 2022

Bookings 2x greater than full-year plan, 

+3x y/y vs. full-year 2020

Strong Q4 Momentum

Closed acquisition of AlsoEnergy

(Feb 2022)

Extended Athena platform into new 

geographies and verticals

Secured hardware for most of 2022 despite 

ongoing supply chain challenges

Revenue of 

$53M 
+184% y/y

Record Bookings of 

$217M 
+400% y/y

Record Contracted 

Backlog of

$449M 
+144% y/y

Record 12-month 

Pipeline of

$4.0B
+150% y/y

Issued $460M of oversubscribed 

0.50% green convertible notes
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Available Power: Project Win of Up to 1 GW  

Value of award expected to exceed $500M across the project portfolio

Strategic partnership with 

developer Available Power to 

provide smart energy solutions in 

Electric Reliability Council of 

Texas (ERCOT) market

Exclusive rights to provide 

Athena optimization software 

under a 20-year contract for a 

portfolio of up to 100 sites

First 20 systems expected to 

be commissioned in early 2023

Demonstrates continued momentum 

in large scale front-of-the-meter 

(“FTM”) market driven by:

• Strong supply chain 

relationships 

• Differentiated software, 

including wholesale energy 

market bidding

Demonstrates strength of 

channel strategy and 

customer diversity
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• Mission-critical, market leading software for solar 

energy with 33 GW AUM in over 50 countries

• Extends Athena data advantage

• Significant cross-sell opportunities

• High-margin recurring revenue

• ~90 software engineers

• Significant patent and IP portfolio

• Accretive on gross margin and EBITDA

AlsoEnergy: A Leader in Solar Monitoring & Control
Best-in-class intelligence and optimization SaaS for clean energy assets

Stem + AlsoEnergy = 

Complete Solar and Storage Offering

Asset Integration

• Data acquisition

• Networking

• Powerplant controls

• Site controllers

Asset Optimization

• AI Forecasting

• Demand charge

• Energy arbitrage

• Incentive compliance

Asset Monitoring

• Asset management

• Diagnostics

• Supervisory dashboard

• O&M integration & 

automated ticketing

Market Participation

• Automated bids

• Constraint 

management

• Energy arbitrage

• Ancillary services

AlsoEnergy

Edge Controllers 

Athena 

Edge Controllers

Solar Plant Hybrid Solar + ESS Energy Storage System
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Unmatched Clean Energy Intelligence Platform
Building the global leading performance management and optimization solution

PowerTrack

Data Sharing APIs Shared Data Plane
Common Portal

Common Edge

Athena 

Platform Continuous 

Innovation & 

Delivery

Unique capability with significant global reach and market leading AUM

Serving 41,000+ 

sites globally

Streamlined Common 

User Experience and 

Data Ingestion
Single user management

Single gateway at edge

Cross-sell integrated 

solution

Formidable Data 

Advantage
Build new capabilities on 

shared data plane

Unlock up-sell 

opportunities

App Ecosystem 

Foundation
Enabling new capabilities 

across multiple customer 

and market segments

Best-in-class industry 

standard

Innovation & Network 

Effects
Organic and Inorganic 

growth enabled

Empower our customers to 

scale clean energy

Sales Enablement
Equip Sales to 

cross sell
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Supply Chain Dynamics – 2022+

• Commodity costs expected to moderate

• Semiconductor shortage continues but not 

impacting supply

• Suppliers continue to onboard additional cell 

manufacturers, which increases available capacity, 

provides supply chain flexibility, and reduces 

system pricing

• Recent BNEF / Guidehouse forecasts point to 

increasing supply in 2022+

Secured 100% of full year 2022 supply

1/31/22, 3 :00 PMBNEF Talk: Is There a Sweet  Spot  f or Bat t ery Metal Pric es? | Full Repor t  | BloombergNEF

Page 11 of  19ht tps://www.bnef.com/insight s/28155/view

This document is for the exclusive use of Prakesh Patel. [Reference number:

100601874520220131230016]

Source: BloombergNEF, January 2022. Solid 

lines are historical prices, dotted lines are 

forecasts.

Lithium Carbonate

Proactively Managing Supply Chain
Global supply constraint managed through strategic OEM relationships
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▪ Coincident Peak 

management to large 

industrial enterprise 

customers

▪ Follow on software offerings 

enhance economics

- DRAM

- Operating Reserves

▪ One of the largest providers of AI-enabled, 

automatically dispatched energy storage 

solutions for Global Adjustment Fee 

management within the Province

▪ +20% increase in customer and Stem 

economics added via follow on offerings

▪ Distributed FTM 

offering targeting 

solar + storage in 

wholesale market

▪ Follow on software offerings 

enhance economics

- Co-optimize six value 

streams across wholesale 

energy and ancillary 

services market

▪ Improved hardware margins over time

▪ Market participation +16% above initial forecast

▪ Leading market share as of February 2022(1):

- 49% of MA active energy storage facilities

- 27% of ISO-NE

▪ Manage portfolios of 

large FTM 

deployments co-

optimizing merchant 

wholesale energy 

market services

▪ Future market participation 

opportunities will enhance 

economics

▪ Line of sight to $500M+ bookings activity and 

multi-billion pipeline within first year of market 

entry

Investment Builds Long-term Value
Market entry and product development drive increased market share and recurring revenue

Texas - Large FTM

Massachusetts - FTM

Market Entry Market Leadership

Ontario - BTM

Note: (1) As reported on a megawatt-hour basis by Eversource and ISO New England for continuous storage facilities within the utility and grid operator service territories. 

Market Development
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Enhancing Enterprise Value
Driving higher aggregate cash flows from accelerating software services

Segment Project Cycle Contract Size
Contract 

Term

Hardware 

Gross 

Margin

Services 

Value

Total 

Contract 

Value

BTM Shorter 1-5 MWh 10 years Higher High Lower

FTM Longer 10-100 MWh+ 20 years Lower High Higher

Bookings significantly 

ahead of original forecast
FTM mix has grown substantially. . .

…driving higher cumulative 

software services value

FTM 
60%

FTM 95%

Initial Forecast Current Mix

0

250

500

750

2020 2021 2022E

Initial Forecast Actual / Projected

(i
n

 U
S

D
 m

ill
io

n
s
)

Initial Forecast Actual / Projected

Software Services Total 

Contract Value

2.5x
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2020 2021 2022E

Represents the value of the intelligent energy network

• Annual run rate for all executed software services contracts 

• 80%+ gross margin, low churn

• Provides multi-year visibility of revenue

AlsoEnergy acquisition expands SaaS offerings in energy 

intelligence and optimization

Market participation revenue is incremental to CARR

Contracted Annual Recurring Revenue (“CARR”)
Enhances enterprise value with projected $60-$80M in contracted recurring revenue by YE2022

In Q1’22, introduced CARR as a key metric

CARR provides solid foundation driving operating 

leverage via long-term, high-margin revenue

2020 2021 2022E

T
o

ta
l 
C

A
R

R

Annual Bookings Drive Additions to CARR

B
o

o
k
in

g
s

Note: Green column in 2022E represents AlsoEnergy CARR.
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Investing in Growth and Profitability
Focused on new markets and enhanced margin to drive operating leverage 
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n
)

2022E2021

R&D

S&M

G&A

Initiative Impact

Large Front-of-the-

Meter

R&D

S&M

• Access large FTM and portfolio 

opportunities

• Accelerate booking and revenue 

momentum

• Adaptable to other markets with 

minimal new development

Fleet EV

GHG 

Co-optimization

R&D

• Enhance BTM offerings targeting 

Fortune 500 accounts

• Increase in average deal size

• 2X+ software revenue

Public Company 

Expenses
G&A

• Additions to finance and controls to 

support global operations

• Audit and D&O insurance

Note: 2022E include operating expenses for Stem consolidated operations, and assumes midpoint of $350-$425M revenue guidance.

G&A

S&M

R&D

A
s
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e
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e
)

45%

27%

Operating expense as percentage of 

revenue is declining rapidly
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Increased utility bill optimization: 

Integration enhances Athena AI

GHG Energy tagging for ESG goal 

achievement

Microgrid operation for short & 

long-duration outages

DER asset monitoring & 

management-as-a-service

EV route and charge schedule 

optimization

Athena for Fleet EV Charging
New fleet electrification offering opens $4B 5-year TAM

eMobility is Natural Evolution of 

Athena-driven Capability
Athena for Fleet EV Charging

Marquee Fortune 500 customer 

engagement today with pilot 

projects operational

EV offerings will increase SW 

revenue 2X+ per site, 

enhancing margins

Extends Athena platform into 

management of other DERs 

besides storage

Stem core value streams applied to EV loads with Athena 

digitally integrated to the EV Charging system

Strong Customer Demand
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Q1’22E Q2’22E Q3’22E Q4’22E

7.5% 15% 22.5% 55%Revenue

2022E:

$350 - $425M

% of annual revenue

Q1’22E Q2’22E Q3’22E Q4’22E

20% 20% 25% 35%Bookings

2022E:

$650 - $750M

% of annual bookings

Adjusted

EBITDA

2022E:

($60) – ($20)M

15-20% Gross Margin

CARR
Year-End 2022E:

$60 – $80M

See appendix for reconciliation of non-GAAP financial measures to most directly comparable GAAP measures.

2022 Guidance
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Key Takeaways
Strong bookings and Athena platform expansion drive 

momentum into 2022

• Expect strong 2022 growth, focus on high-margin software and services

• Substantial bookings growth: > $1B from 2H’21 to YE’22 | +55% y/y in 2022E

• Extending Athena platform to new geographies (Texas, LATAM) 

• Added Athena verticals: EV, Co-Ops, GHG co-optimization

• Enhanced operational leverage with growing long-term CARR

• AlsoEnergy acquisition extends data advantage across 33 GW with 

international footprint, building an unmatched customer experience

See appendix for definitions

John

Building the leading clean energy intelligence platform
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Appendix
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• Retain & grow talent … shared mission, vision and values

• Deliver on strategic growth objectives 

• Drive cross-sell synergies

• Extend PowerTrack applications

• Implement best practices in every functional area

Joint 

Steering 

Committee

HR & Culture

Sales & 

Marketing
Legal

Finance & 

Accounting
Operations

Product & 

Engineering

People
Operational 

Processes

Business 

Systems

AlsoEnergy Integration on Track
Combining the leaders of solar monitoring & storage optimization to drive software revenue  

Guiding Principles for Integration and Growth
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3 Months Ending 

December 31

12 Months Ending 

December 31

R
e
v
e

n
u

e

2021

$19

$53

$36

$127

$ millions

($5)

($12)

A
d

j.
 E

B
IT

D
A

($25)

($30)

184% 251%

2020 20212020

20212020 20212020

Financial and Operating Metrics
Revenue and Adjusted EBITDA Results

Strong Revenue Growth

• Up 184% YoY in Q4’21, up 251% for full-year

• Extended interconnection and permitting 

approvals at utilities caused delayed revenue 

recognition

Adjusted EBITDA impacted by:

• FTM projects impact near-term gross margin but 

add significant CARR and market participation 

upside

• Head count additions focused on accelerating 

market expansion opportunities in EV, data 

science and large FTM

• Public company costs
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$184

$449

Backlog AUM

$
 M

il
li
o

n
s

1.0

1.6

G
W

h

144%
60%

20212020 20212020

Financial and Operating Metrics
Backlog and AUM Results
As of December 31st

Strong Backlog and AUM Growth

• Record $217 million in Q4’21 Bookings

• Record $449 million Contracted Backlog

• Record AUM up 60% year-over-year

• Record $4 billion Pipeline provides visibility for 

future bookings

• AlsoEnergy brings additional 33 GW of AUM
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2021 2020 2021 2020

Revenue $52.8 $18.6 $127.4 $36.3 

GAAP Gross Margin (1.6) 0.9 1.2 (3.9)

GAAP Gross Margin % (3)% 5% 1% (11)%

Non-GAAP Gross Margin 3.3 2.5 14.0 3.5 

Non-GAAP Gross Margin % 6% 13% 11% 10%

Net Loss (34.1) (100.9) (101.2) (156.1)

Adjusted EBITDA (12.4) (5.1) (30.3) (25.4)

Operating metrics

12 Month Pipeline ($ billions)* $4.0 $1.6 $4.0 $1.6 

Bookings 216.9 43.4 416.5 137.7 

Contracted Backlog* 449 184 449 184 

Contracted AUM (GWh)* 1.6 1.0 1.6 1.0

Three Months ended 

December 31

Twelve Months ended 

December 31

Figures in millions unless otherwise noted

Financial and Operating Metrics
Solid Fourth Quarter and Full Year Results
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Source: Stem. 
• We define non-GAAP gross margin as gross margin excluding amortization of capitalized software, impairments related to decommissioning of end-of-life systems, and 

adjustments to reclassify data communication and cloud production expenses to operating expenses.

2021 2020 2021 2020

Revenue $52.8 $18.6 $127.4 $36.3 

Cost of Goods Sold (54.4) (17.7) (126.1) (40.2)

GAAP Gross Margin (1.6) 0.9 $1.2 (3.9)

GAAP Gross Margin (%) (3)% 5% 1% (11)%

Adjustments to Gross Margin

Amortization of Capitalized Software $1.5 $1.2 $5.3 $4.0 

Impairment of Storage Systems 2.7 0.4 4.6 3.1 

Other Adjustments 0.7 -- 2.8 0.3 

Non-GAAP Gross Margin 3.3 2.5 14.0 3.5 

Non-GAAP Gross Margin (%) 6% 13% 11% 10%

Three Months ended 

December 31

Figures in millions, except percentages

Twelve Months ended 

December 31

Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Gross Margin 

to GAAP Gross Margin
Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Financial Measures
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Source: Stem. 
• We define Adjusted EBITDA as net loss before depreciation and amortization, including amortization of internally developed software, net interest expense, further 

adjusted to exclude stock-based compensation and other income and expense items, including the change in fair value of warrants and embedded derivatives.

2021 2020 2021 2020

Net loss $(34,054) $(100,887) $(101,211) $(156,124)

Adjusted to exclude the following:

Depreciation and amortization 11,525 4,335 29,098 20,871

Interest expense 4,560 6,980 17,395 20,806

Loss on extinguishment of debt -- -- 5,064 --

Stock-based compensation 5,564   3,115 13,546 4,542

Issuance of warrants for services -- -- 9,183 --

Change in fair value of warrants -- 81,450 (3,424) 84,455

Provision for income taxes -- (137) -- 5

Adjusted EBITDA $(12,405) $(5,144) $(30,349) $(25,445)

Three Months ended 

December 31

Figures in thousands

Twelve Months ended 

December 31

Reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA to Net Loss
Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Financial Measures
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Definitions
Item Definition

12-Month Pipeline

Pipeline represents the total value (excluding market participation revenue) of uncontracted, potential hardware and software contracts that are currently being pursued by Stem direct salesforce and channel partners with 

developers and independent power producers seeking energy optimization services and transfer of energy storage systems that have a reasonable likelihood of execution within 12 months of the end of the relevant period 

based on project timelines published by such developers and independent power producers. We cannot guarantee that our pipeline will result in meaningful revenue or profitability.

Bookings

Total value of executed customer agreements, as of the end of the relevant period (e.g. quarterly booking or annual booking)

• Customer contracts are typically executed 6-18 months ahead of installation 

• Booking amount typically includes:

• 1) Hardware revenue, which is typically recognized at delivery of system to customer,

• 2) Software revenue, which represents total nominal software contract value recognized ratably over the contract period,

• •Market participation revenue is excluded from booking value

Contracted Annual Recurring 

Revenue (“CARR”)
Annual run rate for all executed software services contracts including contracts signed in the period for systems that are not yet commissioned or operating.

Contracted Backlog

Total value of bookings in dollars, as reflected on a specific date

• Backlog increases as new contracts are executed (bookings)

• Backlog decreases as integrated storage systems are delivered and recognized as revenue

Contracted Assets Under 

Management (“AUM”)
Total GWh of systems in operation or under contract

Hardware

Revenue

Payment for initial purchase of system, which is typically recognized at delivery of system to customer

• Total Hardware Revenues = Total Deliveries (kWh) x Project Hardware ASP ($/kWh)

• ASP / margin based on value added services including hardware selection, project design and interconnection / permitting advisory and warranty design and compliance

Software 

Revenue

Recurring SaaS payment driven by storage assets under management (AUM)

• Total Software (Recurring) Revenues = Total AUM (kWh) x Software subscription ($/kWh/month)

• SaaS contracts range up to 20 years comprising recurring monthly payments

Market Participation

Revenue

Revenues from monetization of energy storage capacity into energy markets and VPPs secured by contracts ranging up to 20 years

• Total Software (Variable) Revenues = Total AUM (kWh) x Stem’s Market Participation Revenues ($/kWh)
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